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Possible research ideas to reduce turbulence:  lithium, shaping, spinning, 
stellarators

Need to understand edge turbulence, related to shortfall in outer region of 
cold L-modes?

Selected highlights from Jessica Baumgaertel’s Ph.D. thesis research on GS2 
studies of stellarators

• code modifications to make GS2 more robust, particularly for stellarators
• NCSX / elongated tokamak comparison
• quasilinear comparisons with W7-AS

• thesis defense presentation at: 
   http://w3.pppl.gov/~hammett/talks/2012/Baumgaertel_GS2_stellarators_thesis_talk.pdf
• dissertation at: http://w3.pppl.gov/~hammett/papers/2012/jbaumgaertel_thesis_online.pdf



Interesting Ideas To Try To Improve Fusion
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* Liquid lithium coatings on walls:  (1) protects solid wall from erosion, ELMs (2) 
absorbs incident plasma, reduces recycling of cold neutrals back to plasma, raises 
edge temperature & improves global performance.  TFTR: ~2 keV edge 
temperature.  NSTX, LTX: more lithium is better, where is the limit?

* Spherical Tokamaks (STs) appear to be able to suppress much of the ion 
turbulence:  PPPL & Culham upgrading 1 --> 2 MA to test scaling

* Advanced tokamaks, studies of methods to controls Edge Localized Modes, 
alternative regimes (reversed shear, hybrid scenarios with flattish q profiles) to 
improve performance

* Tokamaks spontaneously spin, and this sheared flow can reduce background 
turbulence and improve MHD stability.  Can we enhance with updown-asymmetric 
tokamaks or non-stellarator-symmetric stellarators with quasi-toroidal symmetry?

* Josephine Proll, Per Helander, et al. (Germany) studying a recently discovered 
“quasi-isodynamic” stellarator configuration in which all trapped particles have 
averaged good curvature (PRL 2012).  Shuts off trapped particle modes.  Combine 
with Lithium to completely shut off all turbulence?



Normalized Confinement Time HH = τE/τEmpirical

Fusion performance depends sensitively on confinement

Sensitive dependence on 
turbulent confinement causes 
some uncertainties, but also 
gives opportunities for 
significant improvements, if 
methods of reducing 
turbulence extrapolate to 
larger reactor scales.

Caveats:  best if MHD pressure limits also 
improve with improved confinement.  Other 
limits also:  power load on divertor & wall, …
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ITER09 (n_e/n_Greenwald = 0.85) more conservative than 
ITER95 (n_e/n_Greenwald = 1.5  ) and

tau_H98P(y,2) / (0.85 tau_H93P) = 0.81



Density and pressure limits improve with elongation κ & triangularity δ:

Empirical Greenwald density limit  

Pressure limit

New ITER-FEAT design uses segmented central solenoid to increase shaping.

FIRE pushes to even stronger shaping (feedback coils closer) & reduced size with 
high field cryogenic CuBe (achievable someday with high-Tc superconductors?)

Improved new fusion designs ↓ uncertainties
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ITER-96 8.14 2.80 5.68 21.0 0.85 1.50 1.75 0.35 1500 5.9

ITER-FEAT 6.20 2.00 5.30 15.1 1.19 0.85 1.85 0.48 400 2.0 1.0 1.8

FIRE 2.14 0.60 10.0 7.7 6.92 0.66 2.00 0.70 150 2.2 1.0 1.8

Aries-AT 5.20 1.30 5.86 12.8 2.41 1.00 2.18 0.84 1760 9.0 1.4 5.4

Caveats:  remaining uncertainties regarding confinement, edge pedestal scaling, ELMs, disruptions & heat loads, tritium 
retention, neoclassical beta limits, but also good ideas for fixing potential problems or further improving performance.



Need rigorous gyrokinetic theoretical 
explanation of improvement in confinement 

time at high elongation & triangularity?

• Some studies done (e.g. Belli & Hammett 2008) but gyrokinetic 
shaping effect not as strong as in experiment.

• Is it primarily an edge effect raising the edge temperature, and then 
propagating into the core by marginal stability?

• Other important shaping factors?  Squareness, reverse-D, ... 
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↓ turbulence (1/H) & ↑ MHD stability limits (β) 
could significantly improve fusion

From Galambos, Perkins, Haney, & Mandrekas 1995 Nucl.Fus. (very good), scaled to match ARIES-AT
reactor design study (2001), http://aries.ucsd.edu/ARIES/

Std. Tokamak 
H=2, βN=2.5

ARIES 
Adv. Tokamak 
H~4, βN~6 ?

Confident

Coal
Nuclear

Coal w/ CO2
sequestration

*

(Relative Cost of Electricity (COE) 
estimates in Galambos et al. study, see 
ARIES reactor studies for more detailed 
costs estimates.)
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Galambos, Perkins, Haney, & Mandrekas 1995 Nucl. Fus.

Fusion Reactors benefit from improving 
Confinement Time and Beta limits simultaneously



Improving Confinement Useful
Even at Large Reactor Scales

Sometimes hear the claim that confinement isn’t a problem for 
very large reactors.  However,

– ITER standard scenario (Pfusion=500 MW, R=6.2 m, Ip=15 MA, βN=2.0) is H98 = 
1, but its steady-state scenario (Ip=9 MA) assumes improved performance H98 
= 1.57, βN=3.0 with reversed/low magnetic shear, in part to reduce current drive 
requirements (in part by raising the bootstrap current fraction).

– Similarly, at reactor scales, improved confinement and βN can increase fusion 
power, reduce the current drive requirements, reduce the recirculating power, 
and thus lower the COE.

– Also, raising H allows the minimum machine size to be reduced (at fixed Q), 
allowing smaller unit costs and reducing the capital cost barriers and risks.  
Accelerate rate of innovation with more, smaller machines.

– ARIES-AT (Pfusion=1719 MW) assumes advanced performance can be achieved 
with (R=5.2m, Ip = 12.8 MA, H98 = 1.5, H89 = 2.65, βN = 5.4).
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Need comprehensive simulations of edge turbulence: predicted 
fusion performance is a strong function of edge temperature
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Nucl. Fusion 51 (2011) 083001 J.E. Kinsey et al
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Figure 7. Predicted fusion power for a conventional H-mode ITER
scenario with Paux = 30 MW and a prescribed density profile with
ne0/nped = 1.1 (n̄e/nGW = 0.8) using the TGLF and GLF23 models.

and GLF23 models. The results presented in this paper are
not intended to be taken as an optimization study. The TGLF
predicted fusion power is more pessimistic than the GLF23
results primarily due to finite aspect ratio effects included
only in TGLF. Figure 7 shows the predicted fusion power
Pfus versus pedestal temperature (T!=0.95) at fixed pedestal
density using the TGLF and GLF23 models for an ITER
conventional H-mode scenario with a somewhat flat prescribed
density profile (ne0/nped = 1.1) and an auxiliary heating
power of Paux = 30 MW (20 MW of ICRH and 10 MW
of neutral beam injection (NBI)). The vertical dashed lines
denote the pedestal temperatures yielding a target fusion gain
of Q = Pfus/Paux = 10. Using TGLF-09, the required value
for Q = 10 is Tped = 5.1 keV corresponding to "ped,N = 0.92.
The EPED model [20, 21] predicts a pedestal height under
the boundary condition specified (two half widths in from the
center of the edge barrier) in the range "ped,N = 0.74–0.92,
depending on the input value of pedestal density and global ".
By optimizing over these quantities, the value of "ped,N = 0.92
appears to be achievable. The ITER baseline parameters we
used are R = 6.2 m, a = 2.0 m, Ip = 15 MA, BT = 5.3 T,
# = 1.75, Zeff = 1.7, Mi = 2.5, v$ = 0 for the toroidal
rotation, and nped = 9 ! 1019 m"3 for the pedestal density.

Using infinite aspect ratio shifted circle geometry (s "%),
TGLF gives the same results as GLF23. When finite aspect
ratio Miller geometry is used in TGLF, the ITG/TEM transport
increases (mainly &e) causing the predicted Pfus to decrease
(see the TGLF-APS07 results). Changes in the TGLF collision
model also have an impact. Using the new collision model in
TGLF (TGLF-09) results in an increase in Pfus relative to the
TGLF-APS07 results but still below the GLF23 results. Above
Tped = 2 keV, the TGLF-09 results scale like T 2

ped (or "2
ped)

which is characteristic of a stiff transport model.
Stiff turbulent transport has important consequences on

the fusion performance in ITER. Due to the stiff nature of
TGLF, the temperature profiles are insensitive to changes in
the amount of Paux so that fusion Q scales like 1/P 0.8

aux for a
fixed "ped as shown in figure 8. GLF23 was found to have
a slightly stronger scaling of 1/P 0.9

aux in [10]. Increasing Paux

while holding the "ped fixed only slightly raises Pfus while
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Figure 8. TGLF predicted fusion Q versus auxiliary heating power
at fixed "ped,N = 0.9 for the reduced physics ITER case shown in
figure 7. The dashed line denotes Q = 10.

reducing the fusion Q. Increasing the fusion power beyond the
baseline prediction with additional Paux is difficult. A positive
consequence of stiff transport is that Paux can be reduced with
little decrease in Pfus. Hence, increasing the fusion Q can be
achieved by reducing Paux while maintaining enough heating
to remain above the H-mode power threshold.

Another consequence of stiff transport is that the profiles
are relatively insensitive to changes in the auxiliary heating.
We find the TGLF results are insensitive to varying mixtures
of ICRH and NB heating while holding the total Paux constant.
For our ITER base case, we also find that the fusion projections
are insensitive to reductions in the beam energy. Above Tped =
2 keV, changing the beam energy from 1 MeV to 250 keV in
TRANSP results in only a 10% drop in the fusion power
predicted by TGLF in XPTOR. Very little change (<5%) in the
predicted density profile peaking is also observed. Hence, from
a transport perspective, this suggests that 1 MeV beams may
only be needed to achieve enough seed fusion power. Beyond
that, neutral beams with lower energy may be sufficient but
more studies are needed.

In our ITER modelling the Ti and Te profiles are predicted
taking the equilibrium, energy and particle sources and sinks
from the output of a TRANSP simulation [22]. The density,
fast ion and Zeff profiles are held fixed and the toroidal
rotation is assumed to be zero. The boundary conditions
are enforced at a normalized toroidal flux of !̂ = 0.95 with
Te,BC = Ti,BC. When we reference Tped we are referring to the
!̂ = 0.95 location. The predicted temperatures are evolved to
a steady-state solution of the transport equations using a fully
implicit Newton solver in the XPTOR transport code. The
fusion power, ohmic heating, bremsstrahlung and synchrotron
radiative losses are computed self-consistently assuming an
effective main ion mass of A = 2.5 (50–50 DT ion mixture)
and a single carbon impurity species. The effect of helium ash
accumulation was not considered.

4.1. Sensitivity to ETG modes

Recent TGLF modelling studies have shown that ETG
transport can dominate the electron energy transport in DIII-D
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Kinsey et al. Nucl. Fus. 2011 http://stacks.iop.org/NF/51/083001

Need to understand and predict 
power threshold for H-mode 
transport barrier formation, height 
of the pedestal, spontaneous 
rotation mechanisms, ways to 
suppress ELMs, improvements with 
lithium walls.

Hard problem, but tractable: 
continuum gyrokinetic codes very 
successful in understanding 
tokamak core, but need extension 
to handle additional complexities of 
edge turbulence: large amplitude 
fluctuations, separatrix and open/
closed field lines, ...



Examples of generating spin by breaking 
symmetries

“Rattleback” toy: spin it one way, and it eventually reverses.  See 
the discussion by Dr. Tadashi Tokieda (rattleback example starts 
at t = 1:20, he also mentions the earth’s geodynamo):

• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AcQMoZr_x7Q
• see also http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJzRuprW_cc

Japanese dentist (Hideki Watanabe) invents self-stirring pot:
• http://gizmodo.com/5913529/specially-sculpted-pot-creates-a-whirlpool-when-cooking-so-you-

never-have-to-stir 
• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBKF6cl3Z9o

However, there can also be “spontaneous symmetry breaking”, 
which generates spin even in a symmetric system... (next 2 
slides)
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Spontaneous  spin-‐up  in  2-‐D  bounded  hydro  
has  been  discovered

Decaying  2D  turbulence  sim.,  Clercx  1997  (from  van  Heijst  and  Clercx  2009)



Spontaneous  spin-‐up  in  2-‐D  bounded  hydro  is  large:  
~50%  of  kineKc  energy  in  net  solid  body  rotaKon

J.B.  Taylor,  Borchardt,  &  Helander  PRL09:  staKsKcal  equilibrium  theory  explains  
spontaneous  spin-‐up,  influence  of  boundary  shape  

Driven  2D  turbulence  sim.,  Molenaar  et  al.  2004(from  van  Heijst  and  Clercx  2009)



Improved Stellarators Being Studied 
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• Originally invented by Spitzer (’51), the unique idea when fusion declassified (’58)
• Mostly abandoned for tokamaks in ’69.  But computer optimized designs now much better than slide 

rules.  Now studying cost reductions.
• Breakthrough: Quasi-symmetry discovered in late 90’s:  don’t need vector B symmetric exactly 

toroidally, |B| symmetric in field-aligned coordinates sufficient to be as good as tokamak.
• Magnetic field twist & shear provided by external coils, inherently steady-state.  Stellarator can exceed 

Greenwald density limit, don’t have hard beta limit & don’t disrupt.  Quasi-symmetry allows plasma spin 
to reduce turbulence?  Other ways to reduces turbulence?

• Robotics breakthroughs could reduce costs for large complex devices that can’t be mass-produced.
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Showed selected highlights from Jessica Baumgaertel’s Ph.D. thesis 
research on GS2 studies of stellarators:

• code modifications to make GS2 more robust, particularly for stellarators
• NCSX / elongated tokamak comparison
• quasilinear comparisons with W7-AS

•For her full slides and dissertation, see:

               http://w3.pppl.gov/~hammett/talks/2012/Baumgaertel_GS2_stellarators_thesis_talk.pdf

               http://w3.pppl.gov/~hammett/papers/2012/jbaumgaertel_thesis_online.pdf 
  


